What People Have Said About Us in 2018

“This non-profit is of the highest caliber! They are extremely caring, conscientious, meticulous, and have the biggest hearts for what they do. I cannot say enough good things about these people. My wife would say that I rarely gush, so for me to write this says a lot about the quality of Well Aware!”
– Donor

“Well Aware is a shining example of a non-profit doing it right! They carefully manage their financials, and focus 100% on projects—not on propping up high paid administration. They are making a difference in the lives of children, families, and communities.”
– Volunteer

“Partnering with Well Aware has been a great opportunity for [our] brand. The Well Aware team brings the same passion that they have for empowering communities through access to clean water to their work with their corporate partners. They have been very transparent, flexible, and responsive, allowing us to collaborate on where and how our donations are used... It is very valuable to be able to tell the story of the actual people and communities that we are impacting through our donations. Well Aware understands that need and gives us every opportunity to do so.”
– John Fox, Spectrum Brands, Brand Partner

“We were working with another project in Kenya when we found out that the community we were working with did not have access to water. The reality is that everything starts with water. How can they have a strong community, better schools, better infrastructure if they don’t have this most basic need met? We asked over a dozen other water companies to provide water to this community... they are in a hard to reach location. Well Aware came through when no others would. And it gives me goosebumps to think of the community of [2,000] people who will soon taste a glass of clean water! Thank you, Well Aware!”
– Rachel Miller, Project Sponsor

SEE ALL OF WELL AWARE’S REVIEWS AND TOP-RATED STATUS ON GREAT NONPROFITS’ WEBSITE.
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